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Abstract: Several countries use capability assessments as a part of their efforts to manage risk. However, it is unclear how such assessments are connected to other risk management activities (e.g., risk assessment). Therefore, the aim of the present paper is to present a study of how capability assessment is related to risk assessment. Capability assessment methods were identified through a scoping study and the Swedish capability assessment method was investigated through interviews with Swedish public actors and analysis of legislative documents. The data was analysed using a design science perspective. The results of the analysis show that the purposes presented for some capability assessment methods are the same or similar to purposes common to risk assessment methods, and the actual form of some of the methods is similar to existing risk assessment methods. Nevertheless, the relationship between capability assessment and risk assessment is unclear. We conclude that if capability assessments are going to continue to be an important part of risk management activities more research is needed to better establish the relationship between risk assessment and capability assessment.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Societies and the risks they face are becoming more complex [1,2] and with this increasing complexity the traditional risk management approaches change. This reflects in the introduction of concepts such as societal safety [3], resilience [4,5] and the establishment of national security strategies with a whole-of-government approach [6]. Also, in order to prepare for a large variety of threats and risks, instead of preparing for specific scenarios [7], capabilities-based planning gains more ground in several countries. For example, the Netherlands, Sweden, the United Kingdom and the USA have established methods for assessing capability as part of their emergency preparedness work. Thus, the interest for capabilities-based planning seems to increase and since several countries already have implemented the concept in policy and practice its importance in future efforts to manage risk remains.

Despite the increased interest for capabilities-based planning it is unclear how capability assessment is related to other risk management activities such as risk assessment and vulnerability assessment. Questions like whether risk assessment is part of capability assessment, or vice versa are important to answer both from a scientific as well as a practical perspective. Unless the relationships between capability assessment and other risk management activities are clarified there is a risk of conceptual as well as practical confusion. The present paper attempts to investigate these relationships. We argue
that (1) the concept of capability and how it relates to other important concepts such as risk, vulnerability, and resilience, needs to be investigated. Moreover, (2) we need to study how methods for capability assessment relate to methods for risk assessment (and other risk management activities). The present paper deals specifically with this second issue and it is worth noting that the first issue is explored elsewhere [8]. Thus, the present paper aims at investigating how capability assessment is related to risk assessment.

To clarify the relationships between methods for capability assessment and risk assessment we first need to identify capability assessment methods and their use in practice. To do this we performed a scoping study [9,10] focusing on scientific publications in international journals and conference proceedings. To gain a deeper understanding of a method used in practice we chose Sweden as a study case. Swedish authorities have used both risk assessments and capability assessments for some time now, making Sweden a suitable case for the scope of this paper. Identifying methods for capability assessment in literature and practice can be used to produce an overview of the area. However, a theoretical framework is needed to guide the comparative analysis. To that end, we chose to use design science. We consider it suitable since capability assessment methods and risk assessment methods are artefacts designed to achieve some kind of purpose(s).

Design science differs from “traditional” sciences such as natural science and social science mainly because of their different goals, according to several authors from different scientific fields (see e.g. [11-13]). While design science aims at developing “…knowledge for the design and realization of artefacts, i.e. to solve construction problems, or to be used in the improvement of the performance of existing entities, i.e. to solve improvement problems” [14, p. 224], the sciences that van Aken calls explanatory sciences, including “…the natural sciences and major sections of the social sciences”, has the goal “…to describe, explain and possibly predict observable phenomena within its field” [14, p. 224], (see also [11,15]). In other words, the key difference between design science and many other sciences is that the former aims at contributing to changing the world whereas the latter aims at understanding it. You might study an artefact and try to understand it without knowing its purpose, but it is difficult to construct or improve one without a purpose and therefore the purpose(s) of artefacts is a key aspect of design science. Even though design science focuses on constructing and improving artefacts, one can also use other ideas from it to study how existing artefacts work and evaluate them. Recent research has, for example, successfully used ideas from design science to evaluate risk and vulnerability assessments and accident investigations [16-18].

Methods for capability assessment (and risk assessment) are artefacts, i.e. created by humans for some purpose(s). Therefore, we argue that a design science perspective is suitable to use in the present context. However, design science is not a homogenous research area but made up of several disciplines. For this study we have chosen an approach presented by Brehmer [19] who suggests using Rasmussen’s [20] abstraction hierarchy to describe, design and evaluate artefacts (in this case capability and risk assessment methods). The hierarchy in Brehmer’s version has three perspectives: Purpose, Function and Form. A description of an artefact from the respective perspective corresponds to answering the questions “Why does the artefact exist?” (Purpose), “What does the artefact do to fulfill its purpose?” (Function), “How does it do it?” (Form). A number of researchers [16,18] provide more detail on the use of the abstraction hierarchy in the present context. Thus, we have analysed a number of papers dealing with capability assessment methods to determine if they describe why the suggested method should be used in practice (Purpose), what it does to achieve the purpose(s) (Functions), and how it does it (Form). Using the same approach, we analysed the empirical data from Sweden. These analyses then formed the basis for a comparison with risk assessment methods using the same set of questions.

Following this introduction section, we first present both the approach and results from the scoping study, followed by the study of the Swedish capability assessment method. Finally, we discuss and present conclusions regarding capability assessment's relation to risk assessment.
2. SCOPING STUDY

In order to identify scientific papers presenting methods for capability assessment, we performed a scoping study [9,10]. Thus, below, we first present the method used in the scoping study. The section concludes with the findings which include the analysis of the identified papers using the abstraction hierarchy.

2.1. Method

We identified papers presenting capability assessment methods through searches in the databases Scopus and Web of knowledge. The term capability assessment and the related concepts capacity assessment and ability assessment via Boolean operators (see Table 1) were used to construct the search queries. In order to further identify relevant papers we manually hand searched reference lists and relevant journals†. Papers were included if they addressed capability assessment related to emergency, crisis, disaster, or catastrophe response management. Papers were not included if they focused on assessments of an individual's capability. Instead, the focus was on different kinds of organisations’ capability. All searches and methods of data handling were recorded. Hence, the searches, performed between April and December 2013, resulted in the screening of 4544 unique titles. Papers that did not seem relevant based on the title were excluded, resulting in 62 possibly relevant papers based on the title. The references that were manually searched for, added another 11 possibly relevant papers based on the title. The abstracts of these 73 papers were read and 54 were still found relevant. We were not able to download the full-length version of 10‡ of these, resulting in that 44 papers were read in full length.


Table 1: Search strategies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search term</th>
<th>Database: Scopus</th>
<th>Database: Web of knowledge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capability assessment</td>
<td>1. (ALL(&quot;capability assessment&quot;) AND LANGUAGE(english)) OR Title=&quot;capability assessment&quot;)</td>
<td>1. Topic=&quot;capability assessment&quot;) OR Title=&quot;capability assessment&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. (ALL(&quot;capability assessment&quot;) AND LANGUAGE(english)) OR Title=&quot;capability assessment&quot;)</td>
<td>2. Topic=&quot;capability assessment&quot;) OR Title=&quot;capability assessment&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity assessment</td>
<td>3. (ALL(&quot;capacity assessment&quot;) AND LANGUAGE(english)) OR Title=&quot;capacity assessment&quot;)</td>
<td>3. Topic=&quot;capacity assessment&quot;) OR Title=&quot;capacity assessment&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. (ALL(&quot;capacity assessment&quot;) AND LANGUAGE(english)) OR Title=&quot;capacity assessment&quot;)</td>
<td>4. Topic=&quot;capacity assessment&quot;) OR Title=&quot;capacity assessment&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability assessment</td>
<td>5. (ALL(&quot;ability assessment&quot;) AND LANGUAGE(english)) OR Title=&quot;ability assessment&quot;)</td>
<td>5. Topic=&quot;ability assessment&quot;) OR Title=&quot;ability assessment&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. (ALL(&quot;ability assessment&quot;) AND LANGUAGE(english)) OR Title=&quot;ability assessment&quot;)</td>
<td>6. Topic=&quot;ability assessment&quot;) OR Title=&quot;ability assessment&quot;)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All searches in Web of knowledge were refined by: Languages=(ENGLISH); Timespan=All years; Search language=Auto. The searches in Web of knowledge covered the years 1864-2013, in Scopus 1960-2013.

2.2. Findings
The information found in the papers was coded related to general information and the three perspectives discussed earlier (Purpose, Functions and Form).

2.2.1. General information
The majority of the papers originate from China (N=33), followed by the United States (4), Sweden (3), Australia (2) and the Netherlands (1). Researchers from both Australia and Finland authored one (1) paper. 32 papers were found in conference proceedings, 9 were articles and 3 review papers in international scientific journals. The majority (N=14) was published in 2011, followed by 8 in 2010, 6 in 2012, 6 in 2009, 3 in 2013, 2 each year in 2005, 2006 and 2007, and 1 in 2008. The databases categorised the papers and the majority of the relevant papers were found in the category "decision sciences", followed by "business, management and accounting" and "engineering". 36 of the papers suggest methods for capability assessment. The remaining papers evaluate or compare methods for capability assessment, or evaluate the capability of an organisation after an incident.

The methods identified are intended to be used on various administrative levels in society, ranging from the emergency department of a city (e.g. [21,22]) and the city as a whole (e.g. [23-28]), to regions [29] and nations [30]. Other papers present methods to be used by companies (e.g. [31-34]) or for certain infrastructures such as subway systems [35] or power systems [36]. Thus, the contexts in which the proposed methods are intended to be used cover a broad spectrum.

2.2.2. Purpose
Studying an artefact based on its purpose means trying to answer the question “Why does the artefact exist?” A purpose of the capability assessment method is presented in 19 of the 36 papers. The most common purpose is to provide support to decision-makers in some way [26,28,37-39], which is also an important purpose of risk assessments, (see e.g. [40]). Other relatively frequent purposes of the identified capability assessment methods are to either increase capability or to identify weaknesses in capability [41-47]. Thus, in the cases [26,28,37-39] there seems to be a connection between capability assessment and risk assessment; they aim to provide support to decision-makers. However, a majority of the identified methods does not explicitly describe the purpose(s) of conducting capability assessments. Therefore, it is difficult to say if the conclusion is valid for only a small part of the capability assessment methods or for a majority of them. Moreover, possible connections to risk assessment are not discussed in the studied papers. Therefore, we cannot say if it was the intention of the designer to use a purpose similar to that of a risk assessment or if it was just a coincident.

An indirect way of getting insights about the purpose of a capability assessment method is to look for evaluations of it. If a method is evaluated it seems reasonable that it should be evaluated with respect
to its intended purpose. Therefore, even though the purpose might not be explicitly stated in a
description of a capability assessment method it might be possible to use an evaluation of the method
to derive the purpose. Testing the method and then analysing how it performed in the test is the most
likely approach to use when evaluating a method. In 25 of the 36 studied papers a real or fictional case
was used to demonstrate and test the method. However, the most common way to present the cases is
to describe the result of the capability estimate, for example the authors might conclude that the
capability in the case used is 23.4, but not provide any further comment or evaluation of the result. We
have not found an evaluation of the suggested method in relation to the stated purpose, for example by
reporting if the produced capability assessment improves the support for decision-makers, in any of
the papers.

To summarise, 17 of the 36 papers do not present a purpose for the suggested method at all. In the
remainder of the papers (19) common purposes are to provide support to decision makers, and to
improve capability or identify weaknesses in it. Moreover, none of the papers provide an evaluation of
the method in question to show that it actually fulfils the purpose in question.

2.2.3. Functions

Trying to identify the functions of a method involves asking the question “What does the method do to
fulfil its purpose?” (see [18] for more details on analysing functions). For example, common functions
of risk assessment methods are risk identification, risk analysis, and risk evaluation [40]. These
functions help fulfil one common purpose of risk assessments and that is to provide support for
decision-making as is discussed in the next few lines. In producing an assessment of risk one first
needs to identify the risk, which means finding and describing it in terms of the events that might lead
to something undesirable. Moreover, one also needs to analyse the risk, which means determining the
level of the risk in some way. Finally, one needs to evaluate the risk, which means comparing the level
of the risk to some criteria. All these help decision-makers determine if the risk is acceptable/tolerable
or if actions to reduce the risk are necessary [40].

Thus, when analysing the methods for capability assessment found in the literature we looked for
descriptions of what should be done in order to arrive at the end result to see if there are similarities to
the functions found for risk assessment. However, none of the papers identified in the scoping study
discuss what needs to be done for the purpose of the method to be fulfilled. Instead, one needs to
investigate the form of the methods to derive the needed functions. For example, most of the methods
for capability assessment found in the literature are so called index methods. This means that they
specify various indicators that should be assessed. Each indicator is then weighed together with other
indicators and the result is the overall capability index. Studying the structure of the capability index
provides information of the aspects (the different indicators) that are necessary to assess in order to
arrive at the final result. Thus, it provides information regarding what needs to be done to assess
capability and therefore it can be seen as a representation of the functions that need to be fulfilled.
However, the indicators used in the studied capability assessment methods (see examples of indicators
under "Form" below) are very different from the key functions of risk assessment (identification,
analysis, evaluation). Even some specific “products” of risk assessment (e.g. likelihood and
consequence estimates) are lacking from the capability assessment methods (see the discussion
below). Therefore, we conclude that capability assessment methods appear to be quite different from
risk assessment methods when studying them from a function's perspective.

2.2.4. Form

Our analysis on the form perspective focuses on how capability assessment methods are constructed
and how they produce the output of the functions. As noted above the output of every function
performed by a capability assessment method, or a risk assessment method, might in practice be
produced in many ways. For example, a method for risk assessment needs to identify risks in some
way (a function) but how it does it varies much between different methods. One might, for example,
use table-top exercises involving different stakeholders with relevant knowledge of the context of
interest. The exercises might be of ad-hoc or “brainstorming” character or very systematic using fir
example guidewords to help identifying critical events for example such as the HAZOP procedure [40]. Thus, the form perspective deals with the concrete design of the method.

In total, we identified 36 papers suggesting capability assessment methods (see above). 5 of them suggest methods that are based on: analysing emergency response processes and their failures [39,46,48], using table-top exercises for assessing capability [47] or using a military planning framework to assess the capability to respond to a natural disaster [49]. The remaining 31 contain suggestions that can be classified as index methods. Such a method makes use of indicators of capability, and often assigns each indicator a numerical value and derives a final score that reflects the capability. Half of these 31 papers report that they improve previously established methods (e.g. by suggesting other indicators or another weighting system). Although there are risk assessment methods that are index methods, for example the Disaster Risk Index by UNDP [50], they seem less common. Nevertheless, even though the capability assessment methods do not make use of common components in risk assessments (e.g. hazards, scenarios, vulnerability and consequences) they might still resemble the risk assessment methods if the indicators reflect such key components. For example, the Disaster Risk Index contains the indicators: hazard, population living in the exposed area, and vulnerability [50, p. 100]. If index methods for capability assessment contained such components we could conclude that some index methods for risk assessment resemble capability assessment methods seen from the form perspective. Examples of indicators in the identified capability assessment methods are resources, management and plan (see [33]). Such broad indicators are then usually broken down in more specific indicators like technological capabilities, staff quality, organisational structure and flexibility. Although the indicators are probably important for how a scenario develops and what the consequences will be, they are difficult to relate to concepts commonly used in risk assessment and therefore it is difficult to compare them to risk assessment methods.

2.2.5. Conclusion
The empirical data from the scoping study provide limited opportunities to compare capability assessment methods with risk assessment methods. The primary reason for this is that the descriptions of the capability assessment methods are seldom detailed enough to allow for an in-depth comparison. However, we can conclude that the purposes presented for some of the capability assessment methods are the same or similar to purposes common to risk assessment methods. Moreover, we can conclude that the actual form of some of the methods resembles the form of some existing risk assessment methods such as the index methods. Nevertheless, from a functional perspective, when studying what the methods actually do, they appear to be very different. Moreover, the material found in the scoping study does not allow us to draw any conclusions regarding whether the capability assessment methods actually fulfil the stated purposes. In other words, we found no evaluations of the suggested methods.

3. THE SWEDISH METHOD FOR CAPABILITY ASSESSMENT

Swedish legislation requires 290 local municipalities, 21 regional counties, and 23 governmental agencies to perform risk and vulnerability assessments as part of their emergency preparedness work [51-54]. According to the statutory instructions [53,54], the risk and vulnerability assessment must include a capability assessment and the actors shall assess capability according to an ordinal four-level scale: (1) Good capability, (2) Good capability in general, (3) Some, but inadequate, capability, and (4) No or very inadequate capability. To facilitate the assessment, the instructions provide indicators that the actors shall take into account (e.g. cooperation, information security, material resources, personnel resources, and practical experience). In addition, the Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency (MSB) performs a national capability assessment based on a request from the government through the

§ We have not investigated this in detail, i.e. we have not performed the same type of scoping study for risk assessment methods as we have for capability assessment methods. However, the ISO standard for risk management provides a summary of 31 tools for risk assessment and it is clear that a majority of them are built on other principles than an index method. For example, they use events, scenarios, causes, consequences and likelihood as building blocks rather than different contextual factors that are weighted together.
yearly letter of appropriation. In order to receive input to this assessment, MSB constructs scenarios, sends them to selected regional and national actors and asks them to perform a special capability assessment based on the indicators and assessment scale mentioned above.

3.1. Data collection
Semi-structured interviews with representatives from 15 municipalities, 5 counties and 5 governmental agencies were conducted in a previous research project in 2011 [55]. The counties were selected to obtain a geographical spread: two in the southern part, two in the central part and one in the northern part of Sweden. Three municipalities were chosen in each county based on the size of the municipality: one small with less than 15,000 inhabitants, one medium with between 15,000 and 90,000 inhabitants and one large with more than 90,000 inhabitants. Five governmental agencies were chosen to represent five different areas of expertise. On the national level, MSB representatives responsible for performing the national capability assessment were interviewed in 2013. The interviews covered capability assessment, critical infrastructure and interdependencies. An interview guide consisting of some sixty questions (twenty related to capability assessment) was used to guide the interviews. In total, representatives from 26 actors were interviewed and 25 of the 26 interviews were recorded. Only the recorded interviews are included in this study: 15 municipalities, 4 counties, 5 governmental agencies, and MSB.

3.2. Method for analysis
All the recorded interviews were transcribed into text and saved as Microsoft Word documents using intelligent verbatim transcription with the purpose to facilitate the analysis of the material. The transcribed interviews were searched in order to find sentences or text segments that could be classified according to the three perspectives Purpose, Function and Form. First, we searched the text using the Swedish word for capability. This also allowed us to find concepts such as "emergency management capability" and "capability assessment". We thereafter read the text in close proximity to the search results and marked the text segments that were related to capability. Following this stage, we coded the marked segments according to the perspectives. We finally skimmed the entire transcribed interview with the aim of finding text related to capability that had not been found through the search. This resulted in a document for each interview with highlighted text sections according to the three perspectives. A highlight meant that the text section was judged to contain information related to a perspective and one section could be categorised as several perspectives. Only text sections relevant to the different perspectives were coded, not the entire document.

In addition to the interviews we have studied the legislator's intention with the Swedish capability assessment method through legislation, guidelines, and reports. We did this using the same perspectives (Purpose, Function, Form) as when analysing the research papers and the interviews. Below we present the results from the study of the legislation, guidelines and reports, and the interviews.

3.3. Findings

3.3.1. Purpose
The purpose answers the question “Why does the artefact exist?”. From the legislator's perspective, the four purposes of the risk and vulnerability assessment, including the capability assessment, are to "provide a basis for decisions to decision makers and those in charge of operations; provide the public with an information basis of society's risks; provide basic data for community planning; and contribute to providing a risk profile for all of society" [56, p. 16]. Thus there seems to be a connection between capability assessment and risk assessment from the legislator's perspective especially since they have the exact same purpose.

The interviews did not explicitly address the practitioners' views of the purpose of capability assessments. Still, some related answers were given to for example the asked question if they have had any difficulties in assessing capability, and in their general descriptions of how they work with capability assessments. A couple of municipalities and a county administrative board wonder how they can use the result of the assessments in their own organisations and they find the process of
performing the assessment more useful than the final report. All respondents were also asked about their view on how risk assessment and capability assessment are related. The majority says that they are related but they have difficulties in explaining what the relationship is.

3.3.2. Functions
The functions answer the question “What does the method do to fulfil its purpose?” The process for developing the Swedish method (indicators and assessment scale) is presented in a report [57] published by the Swedish Emergency Management Agency, later MSB. The report presents no functions explaining how the method helps fulfil some purpose. In the non-statutory guidelines for risk and vulnerability assessments [56], the legislator presents parts that could be included in the risk and vulnerability assessment (e.g. risk identification, risk analysis, probability and consequence assessment). These could be seen as functions of risk and vulnerability assessment, similar to the functions identify, analyse and evaluate [40]. However, according to the non-statutory guidelines capability assessment is needed to produce a risk assessment and the suggested risk assessment methods say [53] that there is some connection between risk and capability but they have difficulties in explaining what the relationship is.

The interviews did not reveal any conclusive information concerning the functions of capability assessment methods. One possible reason is that the respondents had difficulties expressing the purpose of the capability assessment method they employed. Therefore, it also became difficult for them to explain what the methods do to fulfil the purpose (functions). The interviews did therefore not contribute to our analysis of the connection between risk assessment and capability assessment when using the function perspective.

3.3.3. Form
When studying an artefact from the form perspective we are interested in how the actual method fulfils the functions and the purpose(s) and how the method is constructed. The legislator describes the Swedish method, consisting of a list of indicators and an assessment scale, in the statutory instructions [53-54]. Contrary to the index methods found in the scoping study discussed above, the Swedish method says nothing about how to translate the indicators into the assessment scale (e.g. through a weighting system). Even though the instructions present detailed information about indicators to use in the capability assessment, there are no statutory instructions on how to assess risk. However, in the non-statutory guidelines [56] several specific methods and tools for performing risk assessment are presented, for example seminar-based scenario methods, and traditional risk assessment methods. But in the descriptions of these risk assessment methods we find no similarity to the indicators and assessment scale used for assessing capability.

During the interviews, respondents from the local level expressed that the indicators and the assessment scale helped them in their work. But still the majority express that they find it difficult to assess capability and some say that they do not see how the indicators relate to capability and that they do not know how to interpret the indicators. Moreover, how the capability assessment relates to risk assessment also seems to be unclear, as mentioned above.

3.3.4. Conclusion
The empirical data from the study of the Swedish capability assessment method depicted that from the legislators' perspective the overarching purposes of both risk assessment and the capability assessment are the same. Moreover, they see the capability assessment as a function of the risk assessment (i.e. a capability assessment is needed to produce a risk assessment). On the form level, we only found differences between the stipulated capability assessment method and the suggested risk assessment methods. The respondents say that there is some connection between risk and capability but they have difficulties in explaining the connection. Apart from this, we cannot say more about how risk assessment relates to capability assessment based on the empirical data studied.

4. DISCUSSION
This paper aims at investigating how capability assessment is related to risk assessment. However, we found that we cannot say much more about the relationship than that the purposes presented for some
of the capability assessment methods are the same or similar to purposes common for risk assessment methods, and that the actual form of some of the methods is similar to some existing risk assessment methods (i.e. index methods). One important reason for us not finding out more about the relationship is that possible connections between capability assessment and risk assessment are not discussed extensively in the identified papers. However, if the strategy of capabilities-based planning is to prepare for a large variety of threats and risks instead of a single risk [7] it seems reasonable to expect a clear relationship between the two, especially when the two assessments are used together, similar to the Swedish case where the capability assessment is part of the risk assessment. An explicit relationship would probably lead to less confusion, better use of resources when it comes to performing the assessments, and a clearer goal when designing the methods.

The scoping study was limited to only include scientific papers. Our study could have also included grey literature and comparisons between other countries' methods for risk assessment and capability assessment. However, we chose to limit our study to Sweden since the Swedish capability assessment method is part of the risk assessment method, and has been so for some years, and this could allow us to study the relationship in detail. But even in this particular case we did not find a clear relationship. Another limitation of the scoping study is that we did not perform similar searches in order to identify risk assessment methods for which we could identify purposes, functions and forms. This means that we only compared the identified capability assessment methods with the corresponding perspectives presented in the ISO standard [40]. However, since we had difficulties in finding information regarding the perspectives for the studied capability assessment methods, the results from such an extended comparison would most likely be similar to those presented here. Furthermore, the case study is limited to 25 Swedish public actors of some total 300. Despite the limited number of respondents, we covered different parts of Sweden when it came to geography, sectors and size of municipalities. It is worth noting that views other than the ones we reported regarding the Swedish capability assessment method are likely to exist.

5. CONCLUSION

We studied how capability assessment is related to risk assessment, using a design science approach to compare purposes, functions and forms of the two types of methods. The results show that in general it is unclear how capability assessment and risk assessment are related to each other. Nevertheless, we can conclude that the purposes presented for some of the capability assessment methods are the same or similar to purposes common to risk assessment methods. Moreover, the actual form of some of the capability assessment methods is similar to existing risk assessment methods (i.e. index methods). However, from a functional perspective (i.e. when studying what the different methods do or produce), they appear to be very different. The fact that it is difficult to establish a clear comparison, and that the available empirical data points in different directions depending on which perspective one assumes in the analysis we believe that the relationships between the methods for capability assessment and risk assessment deserve further attention, especially since capabilities-based planning gains more ground within the risk management work all over the world.
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